Administration Cancels March Spring Recess
O. D. T. Asks Minimum Of Travel; Classes To End One Week Earlier

Spring recess which was originally scheduled for March 28 to April 5, has been cancelled by the O. D. T., so as to hold civil travel to a minimum at that time.

According to Dr. Miller, classes will be dismissed one week earlier in June. This means that final examinations, Class Day, Alumni Day, and Band Tournament and Commencement Day will all come one week earlier than as stated in the catalogue. Dr. Miller said that this does not as a rule mean that it will be necessary to abandon the spring recess next year, that extra week will be included to the winter vacation.

At the January General Cooperative Committee meeting, a discussion was held on the matter of shifting the dates of winter vacation so as to ease the poor travel conditions. Dr. Miller stated that while it was found that if the spring recess were added to the winter one, the undesirable travel conditions would be alleviated considerably.

News ■ Highlights

York coast has earned Manila from the south to join others from the north and east in an effort to free the Philippines captured from Japanese forces. The Americans have liberated 1355 prisoners and General Douglas MacArthur has declared this sector of the island rapidly clearing the roads of Manila.

Meanwhile the Red Army has captured Zellin, 32 miles from Berlin and the German radio reported Soviet artillery was on its way to Berlin and they are fighting on its west bank.

On the other side of the globe, Japanese forces in the Spice Islands Third Army has fought its way through the Wassawras in one sector and has seized two vital radio stations.

In Washington the Senate Military Affairs Committee began secret hearings on the May Work-or-jail bill which will deal with compulsory labor in the future.

Charter Day Convocation Honors
252nd Anniversary Of Founding

Kenneth Chorley Delivers Address; Represent Six Original Departments

Celebrating the 252nd anniversary of the granting of the Royal Charter to the College, Kenneth Chorley, L.L.D., President of Colonial Williamsburg, will give the main address. He will speak on "Colonial Williamsburg, and Mary." Dr. James W. Miller, Dean of the Faculty will read selections from the Charter; and Dr. Donald W. Woodbridge will read the Royal Proclamation.

Father Thomas J. Walsh, of St. Bede's Church, will deliver the invocation.

A total of 100 of the faculty departments representing the six original chairs of the College will sit on the stage. As Dr. Miller foresees it, the College, as follows: Philosophy Department, Dr. James W. Miller; Department of Mathematics, Mr. John M. Simmons; Department of History, Dr. John Wagnier; Mathematics Department, Mr. John M. Simmons; Department of Modern Languages, Dr. Peter Magy; Department of Jurisprudence, Dr. John Wagnier; English Department, Dr. Robert G. Robb.

Chorley will address at 10:45 a.m. in the gymnasium, and will address the senior class, and the choir will participate in the formal program.

They will assemble in the east yard of the Wren Building at 10:00 a.m.

Mid-Winter Dance Held This Saturday

Mid-winter will be held this Saturday, February 11, as advertised by the student Dance Committee at their meeting, February 5. A Colonial ball room will be used for the occasion, which will be under the direction of the Colonial Decorations Committee. In keeping with the Colonial theme, candles will be lighted, and decorations of flowers and garlands will be used.

The Varsity Choir might give a preview of their show during the intermission, according to the President of the Dance Committee, Mary Lou Manning. The queen will sing and refreshments will be served.

Norman Thomas Presents Principles For Lasting World Peace

"The one reason there's so much hell on earth is because it is easier for men to go to war for their country than to think for it!" said Norman Thomas, former American lawyer and speaker, who spoke the Phi Beta Kappa Auditorium, Thursday night at 8:30, on the "Diplomacy of World Peace." Acknowledging the fact that his topic is one that is well-nigh unanswerable, Mr. Thomas proceeded to point out that in the main it is not a question of the substance of thought and national trends during this war, "The greatest necessity of a democratic country is thought, the one thing men fear." Action for Peace

Urging action for peace, Mr. Thomas believes we could have easily turned our thoughts to poverty instead of blank. "We must rid ourselves of redness for war; the United States will pay deeply if we continue to accept as the governing fate of man." In spite of the days, the average American can be sure, simply because the war economy has provided enough jobs for the majority of people who wish to work in this country. Streamlining throughout his talk the need for economic discrimination. Mr. Thomas said that the need for discrimination is not the key to eliminate the probability of another world war, the need to understand the emotions and the current war are related problems. Atrocities and principles are of great importance in the terms of peace. "Man will be unaccustomed in the future to negotiate peace we will be unaccustomed to the terms of war and will be more accustomed to understand the terms of war.

I don't think the machinery of peace is as important as the attitude in which it is given. Mr. Thomas, if the machinery is right, we will be willing to accept a chance at the Dumbarton Oaks Plan.

Imperialism Must Go

"We must change between peace and the perpetuation of the imperial. Imperialism must go. It is an obstacle in the path of the United States, France, and Great Britain to have imperialistic tendencies. The ultimate condition of peace is to foster the free people into a common community. The days are gone when white races can dominate Asia and Africa." He feels, that in Asia we will get simply a restoration of-white rule in those countries. Mr. Thomas does not approve of Mr. Churchill's policy. What we've had in Europe is a better effort by Churchill and Stalin to carve Europe into a sphere of influence.

"It wasn't our dream that the world would move into a totalitarian economic federation we had save us perhaps. We should work for this type of federation since it is necessary for Europe's well being."

Oppose Unilateral Surrender

"We must oppose a peace with the perpetuation of the imperialistic tendencies. It means that if we sign a peace treaty with any of the Axis powers we would help the Axis powers.

Universal abhorrence of imperialist will help peace. We shouldn't talk about peace and war, but peace and war. We should talk about the problems of the world today.

The choice today of the terms upon which peace depends must be under simple machinery, and the universal abhorrence of the people, the breaker stand.

The Simple Principles

There are few problems for the future peace and lasting peace that is based on principles: (1) non-aggression against any other state; (2) respect for the principle of national self-determination of the people; (3) observance of the principle of principle of world peace; (4) observance of the principle of free trade; (5) observance of the principle of free thought, etc.
Ruth Schmitz Receives A Navy Wife Soon After Graduation.

and a member of the Monogram Club and International Relations Club.

An English major, Ruth plans novels in the future and has received a Navy wife soon after graduation. The field of advertising she has strongly attracted her. Ruth followed in the footsteps of her sisters, Dorothy and Mary who in choosing William and Mary for their college career and is particularly glad that the two took their good advice. Exceeding the weak ends she spent in Norfolk, Ruth is inseparable from her roommates, Kay Leavey and Ruth Kayem. In spot of her space time she buries herself in interesting books.

An enviable entertaining and occurred in her sophomore year, Ruth was a member of the swim team of William and Mary. One fall day she got the hopeless of practice period and barged into store gymnastics she was participating. Revenge was won by the boys when they stole lingerie from the gym. The practice period was not until last Monday.

Library Acquires Career Pamphlets

War has charged job specifications and requirements, according to Dr. George H. Aramony. In order to keep pace with these changes, many informative pamphlets have been added to the library, School and College Placement, a quarterly publication giving certain requirement changes in the periodical section of the library.

The college also subscribes to the "RESEARCH MONOGRAPHS," published by the Institute for Research at Chicago. This organization has surveyed over one hundred forty fields of endeavor, and has prepared career pamphlets describing the occupation, qualification, training, opportunities, and other helpful data for students in each field of employment. "F. B. I.," "armored forces," advertising, government services, and others are described in these monographs, which are located in the reserve room of the library.

CAREER RESEARCH

W.S.C.G.A. Leaders To Discuss Forum Trip

Scheduled for the last Monday, the regular meeting of the Women Students' Cooperative Government Association will be held Monday, February 12, at 7:00 p.m. in Phi Beta Kappa Hall.

The meeting was postponed because the chairman, the Executive, Honor, and Judicial committees, Eleanor Harvey, Sonny Manewal, and Dinny Lee, respectively, are attending the Student Government forum at Duke University this week.

Mrs. Durham is "from St. Louis, Missouri. She congratulated the chapter on this year's work, and offered many helpful suggestions for future work. A model owns meeting and in

Exam period started on Thursday, a fresh start seemed futile. Recreation in the form of swimming was indicated and while the "P. of the F. P." sat in the middle of this pool was held, followed by a general conversation with Mrs. Downing. Conferences with each officer of the organization have been held, followed by a general conference with Mrs. Downing. During the meeting, the party of the second part of the meeting were held, followed by a general conference with Mrs. Downing. During the meeting, the party of the second part of the meeting were held, followed by a general conference with Mrs. Downing. During the meeting, the party of the second part of the meeting were held, followed by a general conference with Mrs. Downing. Following the meeting, the party of the second part of the meeting were held, followed by a general conference with Mrs. Downing. Following the meeting, the party of the second part of the meeting were held, followed by a general conference with Mrs. Downing.
Student Colonials Play For Formal, Informal Dances
Band Formed Last Spring; Has Eighty Arrangements

Tommy Smith's Colonials, the student dance band group which furnishes music for Saturday dances, was organized in the summer school session of 1944 after the A. S. P. band left. Students suggested that a regular college band be formed to take the place of recorded music. The band was, at that time, composed of two guitarists, a trombone, drums, and piano. Later two violins were added. The present library of arrangements totals 45 numbers.

Tommy Smith, manager of the dance band, has been appointed an assistant in the music department. The funds used to buy arrangements and the new red and white music stands are derived from the Student Activities Committee. The orchestra plays for Eastern State Hospital employees as well as for the formal and informal college dances. Services means entirely voluntarily from Camp Peary.

After a regular Saturday night’s playing, the band members relax by “learning a little” for pleasure. From these sessions has evolved the Fiddlers’ Delight, a separate unit with Pat DeFrees on clarinet, Bob DeFrees on drums, Bill Murphy playing bass, Henry Stok on the piccolo, and Bill Anderson playing the guitar.

Drama Club Announces List Of New Initiates

New initiates of the Drama Club were accepted as follows: Ben Eyre, Henry H. Hay, Milne Hopkin, Gene O’Dell, Dietz, W. With, and Mattilda O’Brien.

WILLIAMSBURG INN & LODGE

Religious Services in the Chapel: Sunday morning at 8:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. Sunday evening service at 8:00 p.m.

Army Needs Women For Wac Technical Training; Captain Brior Describes Organization And Duties

Women qualified for training as medical and hospital personnel, clerical workers and other skilled workers are urgently needed to fill the WAC Hospital Units to help in the care and rehabilitation of returning soldiers. Women are needed from technical and administrative duties, according to Captain John B. Reig, in charge of WAC recruitment in Virginia.

The War Department plans to receive 600 women in each 1,000 beds. The companies will be made up of platoon women who can direct the activities of 15 Wacs. Men are not needed.

Women are needed for the following technical training: Medical technology, pathology, nursing, radiology, dental care, crippled camp work, and post-operative care of the patients.

Women with qualifications allowing them to perform any of the other varied categories of Wac work may apply. One such event that concerns the distant future, Mr. Thorne would be glad to spend his time, of course, still painting.

Natalie Rosenthal Presents Concert

Performing her first full concert since coming here in 1945, Miss Natalie Rosenthal, instructor in music, will perform tomorrow night at 8:00 p.m. in Phi Beta Kappa Hall.

Miss Rosenthal received her B.A. degree in music, and is currently working toward her M.S. degree at the University of Wisconsin. She also studied for two summers at Cornell under the internationally known pianist, Professor Thorne.

Tomorrow’s program will include: Haydn’s “Surprise” Symphony, Scherzo in D Minor, “Black Swan,” and Tchaikovsky’s “Swan Lake.”

The Shop of Distinctive Gifts

“Fines Art Head Graduate Of Yale; Publishes Book Of Campus Scenes”

Barbara Hutchings: “More than can be told.”

Fate of William and Mary in 1945, which its paintings were popular. Graduating from Yale with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 1939, Mr. Thorne went to New Orleans, where his paintings were public. Graduating from Yale with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 1939, Mr. Thorne went to New Orleans, where his paintings were public. Graduating from Yale with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 1939, Mr. Thorne went to New Orleans, where his paintings were public.

The Ragtime Seminar will number 15 Wacs.

Any women with two years of high school or its equivalent, aged 20 to 49, inclusive, may apply. Previous hospital training is not necessary. Women are needed for the following technical training:

A platoon may consist of any one of the categories above. A platoon may consist of any one of the categories above. A platoon may consist of any one of the categories above. A platoon may consist of any one of the categories above.

Women with qualifications allowing them to perform any of the other varied categories of Wac work may apply. One such event that concerns the distant future, Mr. Thorne would be glad to spend his time, of course, still painting.

Barclay & Sons Jewelers

8324 Washington Avenue

Newport News, Va.

WILLIAMSBURG LODGE and for that extra special party you’ll like TRAVIS HOUSE

When you Eat Out Try

WILLIAMSBURG INN & LODGE

A Division of Colonial Williamsburg

Beverly Reig does a bit of hand stitching to outline the crisp covers and pocket flaps of this 1945 weather . . . Sizes 10-18.

Notable among them are Margaret Lindon’s Anna and the King of Siam, Margery Wherry’s Clear Brown, both of which appeared either in condensation or serial form in popular magazines. The Rater’s Edge by W. Sommerson, Gottlieb, Joseph P. Ferdinand’s History of Rome and Steurer’s The Complete Illustrated Library are in great demand at the library.

William and Mary in 1945, which its paintings were public. Graduating from Yale with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 1939, Mr. Thorne went to New Orleans, where his paintings were public. Graduating from Yale with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 1939, Mr. Thorne went to New Orleans, where his paintings were public. Graduating from Yale with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 1939, Mr. Thorne went to New Orleans, where his paintings were public.

WAC Medical Technicians help with blood transfusion, serve as Ward Masters, deliver meals to hospitalized patients, and post-operative care of the patients.

WAC Surgical Technicians don surgical gowns and gloves, attend to the care, repair and maintenance of operating instruments, and assist in the pre and post-operative care of the patients.

Women with qualifications allowing them to perform any of the other varied categories of Wac work may apply. One such event that concerns the distant future, Mr. Thorne would be glad to spend his time, of course, still painting.

The Army will train anyone who is qualified.

WAC Medical Technicians help with blood transfusion, serve as Ward Masters, deliver meals to hospitalized patients, and post-operative care of the patients.
Dr. Kenneth Chorley
Is Restoration Head

Convocation Speaker, History Expert, Received William-Mary Law Degree

Dr. Kenneth Chorley, speaker at the Charter Day Convocation to-morrow at 11:00 a.m., has held the positions of president, director, and trustee, simultaneously, of Colonial Williamsburg, Inc., and Williamsburg Restoration, Inc., since 1946. For the five years before that he was vice president and director of the Williamsburg Restoration and vice president and trustee of Colonial Williamsburg.

Born in Bournemouth, England, in 1893, Dr. Chorley was brought to the United States by his parents when he was eight and grew up in Canada.

The story of his rise is a typical American success story. He began as a clerk with a New Mexico railroad, and became subsequently a radiooperator, trainmaster, superintendent of car service, and divisional superintendent of the Southern Transcontinental Railroad. After an episode in the oil-pumping business, he became associated with Col. Arthur Woods in 1922. This led to his connection with the Little Theatre of New York, where he was director, eventually and eventually to his present position.

In appreciation of his services in connection with the Yorktown Sesquicentennial, Dr. Chorley was awarded in 1928 a medal by the French government. He is a trustee and a member of the executive committee of the Yorktown Sesquicentennial; a member of the American Friends of Lady Washington.

Dr. Chorley holds positions in a number of other organizations dealing with the history of the United States. Among these are the executive boards of the Norfolk Museum of Arts and Sciences; Jackson Hole Preserve, Inc. (of which he is a trustee); the Virginia Historical Society; and the Filippini Society of the United States. He is also a member of the English-Speaking Union, and a trustee of the Corporation of the Old Warden and Children of Copleston of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the State of New York.

The father of two sons, Kenneth and Edward Crown, Dr. Chorley lives with his wife in New York.

Music Organizations Start New Semester Rehearsals

Mr. Allan Stewart, Director of the College Orchestra, announces that the first orchestra rehearsal of the semester will be held tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. in the Music Building.

Mr. Andrew Heap, head of the Music Department of the College, announces that the first chorus rehearsal of the semester will be held Thursday, February 9, at 4:30 p.m. in Washington Chapel. Choir rehearsals will be held as follows: Thursday, February 9, at 4:30 p.m. in Washington Chapel.

The Music Department urges students to join the chorus and orchestra whether or not they take the courses for credit.

Research History, Dr. Swem

Dr. Swem traced the history of the Regulators, and of the College during the fifteen years of their association with it. He said of William Bacon Rogers, the third son, for whom the College science building is named. Dr. Rogers was graduated from William and Mary and became one of the most revered teachers of the faculty while he was here. He will be best known accomplishment as the founder of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Dr. Swem also said that the formal dedication of the Thomas Jefferson Building is Friday, January 30, at 2:00 p.m. In appreciation of his services in connection with the Tercentenary, Dr. Swem was awarded a medal by the French Government.

Graduates Listed


College Visitors Cited

After the conferring of the degrees Dr. Ponfret made a short address to the students, citing the fact that his college days had been in war time, three times, but in a different way in the same way in the same way in the same way. He said, "The first virtue essential to both scholar and soldier is the ability to keep the College running.

The "The first virtue essential to both scholar and soldier is the ability to keep the College running."

Graduates Hear Dr. Swem At Commencement Exercises
Local Basketball Faces Three Opponents
Indians Whip Virginia Tech In Conference Tilt

William & Mary Whips Virginia Tech, 77-67

Friday, February 7, 1945

By CLIFF SCHNEIDER

The Flat Hat

Sports Editor

In keeping with a new policy formulated by the sports staff, the column is written this week by Ed Griffin.

The Indians whipped Virginia Tech, 77-67, in a conference game which had scoring improved immensely every game, hardly resembling the inexperienced conditions which existed last November. The high point of the season was reached with the victory over the Richard-T again, and then they ran away with it. The key of the game was the first period, and the Indians dominated the action in the opening 10 minutes, never giving the Blue and Gold a chance to get back into the game.

The Indian offense was turned over to Stan Magdziak, the team's leading scorer, who had scored 23 points in the previous game against North Carolina State. Magdziak's scoring was the key to the game, as he accounted for five of the first seven points scored by the Indians. He scored 20 points in the first half, and added five more in the second half, to give him a season total of 64.

The Virginia Tech defense was unable to stop Magdziak, who scored 16 of his 20 points in the first half. The Indians had a 20-point lead at the half, and the game was never in doubt.

The second half was a more even struggle, with Magdziak scoring 10 points in the half. The Indians maintained their lead, and the final score was 77-67 in favor of the Indians.

The victory over Virginia Tech was the second conference win for the Indians, who have won three of their last four conference games.

Next game: The Indians will face the University of Virginia on Saturday, February 8, at 8 p.m.

The Flat Hat

Sports Editor

ELEANOR WEBER

Women's Sport Editor

The Flat Hat

Sports Editor

WILLIAM & MARY SPORTS

TOMMY SMITH

Sports Editor

THE FLAT HAT

PAGE FIVE
SKIRTS in SPORTS
By El Weber

Perhaps many new students and old boys, too, have figured exactly what they get out of participating in intramural competition besides the obvious physical and social gains. Team and dual and group monograms and awards are presented to winners and runners-up in the various activities.

The individual point monogram is awarded to the student on a given team who records the highest number of points at the end of the year.

Not all Song Contest participants, however, win a monogram. Albion Hart of the Fine Arts Department, and Stephanie Merlin of the English Department.

Robert F. Williams
Visits Here Today

In line with a drive of the Virginia State Board of Education, Mr. Robert F. Williams, Supervisor of Elementary Schools for Virginia, will be a visitor on the campus today.

At 4:00 in the Dodge Room, the Student Council will confer with Mr. Williams. Also, at approximately 8:00 p.m., in the Student Union, there will be a reception in his honor. Mr. Williams will be on hand to answer questions and to talk with the students about educational problems.

Robert Burns Elected Kappa Tau President

Robert Burns was elected president of Kappa Tau at their last meeting Monday, February 11. Mr. Burns is a Special Law Student.

Patricia Travers
Climaxes Season

This is the first one ever heard by these ears whose playing in these contests.

Awards for this year were as follows: First place, Katherine and Elizabeth; second place, John and Robert; third place, James and John; fourth place, William and David. These students were awarded trophies and certificates.
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**Army Reports Lt. Camp Dead**

Casualties Include Other W-M Alumni

Lt. John Douglas Camp, 44x, of the Army Air Force, has been reported killed "over Germany. Jack is remembered best by the present juniors and seniors as the Dining Hall person. He was a Theta Delta Chi and a member of the editor of the 1943 College Yearbook. William Van Braam, 44x, Corporal in the United States Army, has been missing in action since December 12. Bill was a Thork senior and gave memorable performances in "Thunder Rock" and other William and Mary theatricals.

He was a member of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity.

Howard Hopkins Hyls, 44x, of the United States Army, has been reported missing in action. He was a member of Kappa Sigma fraternity. Howard was listed the same day as a member of an A.T.T. Unit and was called into the infantry with the terminology of the A.T.T. program.

J. G. H. William Frederick Monbar-
k, 43x, died in the United States Naval Hospital of W-M, March-4 on January 23. He was a Phi Beta Kappa and belonged to Phi Kappa Tau fraternity.

Lt. John Thomas Moscoe, 42x, has been recently reported killed, victim of a direct hit on the Anzio Beachhead. He was Theta Delta Chi at William and Mary and played football for two sea-

He was a member of Sigma Rho.

WAC Corporal Jane R. Hutcheson, local Civil Air Patrol Flight based at Scott Field on Richmond Road.

Local Civil Air Patrol Flight Gives Ground Crew Training

Just organized this summer, the local Civil Air Patrol Flight based at Scott Field, on Richmond Road, already offers a large array of courses.

The Flight is headed by Lt. George G. Willis of the Primitive Bank, and is part of the Newport News squadron under the direction of Capt. E. D. White.

The courses which are offered give Ground Crew training for boys pre-

A diverse array of topics, such as Sanitation, Navigation, Airplane Armament, Reading, and other Ground Crew Courses are taught.

The Flight is divided into two parts:

C. A. P. cadets and regular cadets.

The instruction is on a personal basis, all members over eighteen falling, into the regular group.

The members of the group meet every Wednesday from 7:00-8:00 p.m. at Montevue Whaley High School.

**Silver Pieces Displayed In Library Showcases**

**Old English And American Originals, Copies Derived From Many Sources**

In the main showcases at the library, a varied collection of Old English and American Silver Pieces were exhibited back to 1693, these pieces are original or exact copies of old silver workmanship.

The late John Stewart Bynoe, President of William and Mary from 1934 to 1943, presented to the College on the occasion of the restoration of the building, September 14, 1951. A few minutes of quiet brought silverware were patterned after pieces of eight by the Royal Navy, by Arthur J. Stone, Silversmith. Also in the collection are four American Grand Service pieces, made by Baldwin and Jones of Boston, Massachusetts, in 1834, and the rest by Robert N. Tew of New York, in 1821. Included are an old salt spoon from Scotland, a salt spoon and an old cream ladle, with the Irish GP impressed on the handle, which was made in 1727.

**Silveresque Moderations**

The British Old English collection is a unique marrow scoop made in 1712.

The marrow scoop became popular in the late 17th Century and was the epitome of the fanciful dinner set. It enabled one to dig the bone of the marrow now removed from the marrow. Marrow now being an endangered species, the marrow scoops have been put to a distinct modern use and now employed in the foreheads ofighthighlights and the like.

An old English serving spoon from Annapolis, Maryland made in 1736, is a salad fork.

Some of the members of the group were sent to the east coast and some to the west coast, leaving on a train on February 7.

Chaplain Training

Graduation services were held sun-

Some of the members of the group were sent to the east coast and some to the west coast, leaving on a train on February 7.

Chaplain J. V. Claypool from the Naval Operating Base at Norfolk, Virginia recently visited the Chaplaincy School recently. This chaplain was assisting Canon Claypool in the Chaplaincy School. He was accompanied by other members of the Chaplain Board, Chaplain George A. Coen of the Navy, Chaplain, John W. T. White of the 29th Infantry, Chaplain, and John W. Weese of the 29th Infantry.

**BARNES BARBER SHOP**

Since 1922 we have served the students of William and Mary. This same courteous and efficient service is still offered today.

Over Williamsburg Theatre

**THE FLAT HAT**

**Record Snatches and Catches**

By ROBBIE STEWART

Snatch

The most spectacular event ever held within the field of jazz was recently witnessed in The Los Angeles Philharmonic, featuring Duke Ellington's orchestra, cocktails and jazz over the weekend. Edwina, Edie, David, and Julius O'Day headlined the first of a series of top-flight entertainers. Such grands of jazz were revealed by the twentey-two-name all-star cast, including Art Suckup, Eddie Miller, Johnny Hodges, and Sonny Stitt. At the old Hollywood Hotel which was held at the same time, the name of Olav Senior was changed to Blue Ball. The filled feature of the radio hookup came from New York City over the Daily Goodnight quintet hold forth with jazz classics.

Gone Krypa's band currently over-

plays the Philharmonic with fill-

dles everywhere. Quite a contrast to his great 42's outfit in which Ray Ellin- gton and Amsterdam O'Day were stars.

Harry James and his band returned to radio on the first time in nearly a year as a supporting unit in the new Dusty Springfield show. The former trumpet player of the army and his Katies, was joined by the late Rod Stewart, to headline the program.

**Cars**

"Let's Take the Long Way Home" by Stafford.

"The Last of the Blue" by and "Fatty Cakes" by Ella Moore.

Symposium No. 5 (Hollywood Symphony Orchestra) followed by Robert F. Ellington and Cleveland Symphony.

Harry James and his orchestra and Orches-

Darkon (President) Sir Thomas Beethoven conducting the London Philhar- monic (framing Joseph Tatum, violin).

**THE WigWam**

**Serves**

A Complete Variety of GROCERIES – MEATS FRESH PREPARE

**For Your Winter Needs**

Coal And Fuel Oil

Call 127

**Printing**

For Serenades, Fraternities, And Student Organizations

Special Attention Given To Fine Type Of Work
Lincoln's Job Half Done

When Lincoln freed the slaves, he undoubtedly hoped the Negroes would someday be free and that every color of people would live in this country. Today we find the Negroes released from formal bonds, but not all.

Racial Intermarriage

We believe and know that Negroes differ from other peoples only in surface characteristics; inherently all are the same. The Negroes about us are as nearly equal to us in our minds and hearts as those who settled nearer of them. People's hair often remained the same or grew great areas. Europeans remained quite hairy, but body hair almost disappeared in some parts of the world. Blue eyes appeared in the north, and in Asia a fold of skin developed over the inner corner of the eye, forming a slant eye.

The One Human Family

Through education we learn of the spread of early man to all corners of the globe. Those who settled nearer the equator, whether in Europe, Asia, or in the American, developed a darker skin color than those who settled north of them. People's hair often remained the same or grew great areas. Europeans remained quite hairy, but body hair almost disappeared in some parts of the world. Blue eyes appeared in the north, and in Asia a fold of skin developed over the inner corner of the eye, forming a slant eye.

Northern Negroes and Southern Whites

There is little difference in height or head shape; whites, Negroes, Mongols, and all races have the same four blood types. Tests show that there are no different races; in Europe, the lower centers of whites than on the continent; and Negroes are no different than Southern whites. The differences did not occur because people were from the North or the South, or because they were white or black, but because of differences in income, education, and racial attitudes. Universal Human Race of the One World.

Equal opportunity

We must recognize the Negroes as equals in our minds and hearts. For us, the only thing that an ultimatum

Prejudice, A Nazi Strategy

The more important work, however, must be done in educating ourselves out of the idea of White Supremacy, for this belief is as fundamental a prejudice as the belief in the existence of races. Where such beliefs are acknowledged, the requirements usually include more than maintaining the high status of the Whites. We must recognize the inherent worth of all people, regardless of their color and creed. It is not sufficient to stop discrimination against those students who put more effort into obtaining average grades, and would favor those who can get higher grades. Our job is to lead the way down this path.

The Best Reward

Since the recent graduation, many students have asked why the students with the highest scholastic ratings do not graduate
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America's Destiny

We Must End Allied Imperialism, Lower Tariffs To Stop War

By MARYLOU MANNING

What is America's job in the future? It's a pretty big one to be sure, but how much ground must we push? Politically America is the world's largest nation, and economically America is the most powerful nation, strong in purpose, resource, and hand then we are killing freedom. What is America's job in the future? It's a pretty big one. To be sure, but how much ground must we push? Politically America is the world's largest nation, and economically America is the most powerful nation, strong in purpose, resource, and hand then we are killing freedom. Where does the American desire to be? Where will we turn in the future? Where will we turn to the future? Where will we turn to the future?
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